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Signed, sealed and being delivered

NSW Premier Mike Baird and Health Minister Jillian Skinner visited Westmead Hospital to announce $100 million for the new Acute
Services Building and car park. Pictured here with Member for Parramatta Geoff Lee, Member for Seven Hills Mark Taylor and NSW
Treasurer Gladys Berejiklian FULL STORY: P2.

Westmead clinicians recognised in
Queen’s Birthday honours: P5.

Meet our clinical documentation
specialists (the money team!): P6.

Westmead nurse provides much-needed
aid in Nepal: P11.
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News from across WSLHD

Westmead Hospital redevelopment gets $100m
Stage 1 also includes refurbishments to
existing facilities, including the intensive care
unit.
The Acute Services Building is due for
completion in 2020 and will include new
operating theatres, extra inpatient beds
and new adult and paediatric emergency
departments.
•$95 million for The Children’s Hospital at
Westmead.
•$72 million for car parking, including a
six-storey car park with 1250 spaces, due for
completion mid-next year.
It will take the campus capacity to more than
5400 spaces

Representatives from WSLHD, Health Infrastructure, Children’s Hospital at Westmead and Sydney
University with NSW Premier Mike Baird and NSW Health Minister Jillian Skinner.

Almost $100 million was included in this
week’s State Budget to go towards the
redevelopment of Westmead Hospital.
Premier Mike Baird, NSW Treasurer Gladys
Berejiklian and NSW Health Minister Jillian
Skinner visited Westmead Hospital recently
to announce that $60.5 million will be spent
on the new Acute Services Building and
$38.8 million on the new car park.
Mr Baird said Westmead was the biggest
hospital redevelopment in NSW.
“It is much more than just a hospital. What
we’re creating here is what I strongly believe
to be the best health city in the country and
one of the best in the world,” he said.

“This redevelopment is a game changer for
western Sydney and NSW and will boast
the largest concentration of biomedical,
scientific and healthcare-focused minds in
the nation.”
The money is part of the $900 million the
government has already committed to the
Westmead Redevelopment, including:
•$750 million for Stage 1, which will co-locate
complex and critical care services into a
multi-storey Acute Services Building linking
Westmead Hospital and The Children’s
Hospital at Westmead.

Mrs Berejiklian said the state-of-the-art car
parking facility was a much-needed addition
to the site.
“We know with all sites and hospital
redevelopments, a car park is a critical part,”
she said.
Mrs Skinner said Westmead Hospital would
be a hospital of the future for the growing
population of western Sydney.
The Westmead precinct has a full time
workforce of more than 17,000 people,
which is expected to increase to 25,000 by
2036.
For further information about the
redevelopment, visit: http://www.
westmeadproject.health.nsw.gov.au/

Outstanding achievements recognised for nephrologist
Westmead Hospital nephrologist Professor
David Harris has been acknowledged
with a 2016 Distinguished Professorial
Award from the Sydney Medical School
for his outstanding contributions to
medical research in Australia, as well as his
contributions to academia and service to
the community.
Professor Harris is Associate Dean and Head
of Sydney Medical School (Westmead), The
University of Sydney. He is director of the
Renal Failure Laboratory in the Centre for
Transplantation and Renal Research, The
Westmead Institute, and is a nephrologist at
Westmead Hospital.
David’s major clinical and research interests
include progressive chronic kidney disease
(CKD) and dialysis. His laboratory interests
are focused on pathogenesis of, and novel
therapies for, progressive CKD.

Westmead Hospital’s nephrologist and Associate Dean of Sydney Medical School Professor David
Harris.
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Executive Update
From the Chief Executive

Mental health services way forward

The new project management board showing all the upcoming mental health projects is situated in the Administration Building at Cumberland Hospital.

that aims to advance, transform and improve
service delivery and patient outcomes, based
on a person-centred, trauma informed,
recovery orientated approach.

project management board, which is located
in the Administration Building at Cumberland
Hospital. This board outlines the strategic
projects occurring within mental health.

There have been a number of reviews of the
mental health service, which have recently
been consolidated and a program formed to
address these – The Way Forward.

To date, The Way Forward steering committee
has worked together with the WSLHD
Project Management Office and other key
stakeholders to ensure there are support
systems and a reporting framework in place
for the delivery of the projected outcomes.

More than 50 staff and consumers have
joined the redesign and review teams to
support this transformational change, with
the support of managers and subject matter
experts.

The Way Forward program is a body of work

Mental health services now has a visual

This year has been an exciting one for WSLHD
mental health services, with a number of
organisational changes, with the Chief
Executive’s continued commitment to support
mental health services through this period of
change.

Danny O’Connor
Chief Executive

From the Board Chair

Joining the hands of children and adults
One of the many positive things that has
happened as a result of Westmead Hospital
working with the Westmead Children’s
Hospital in planning the new Westmead
Precinct, is that our appreciation of the
community we serve has expanded to include
children.

smooth transfer of children with serious
and continuing health problems from
care pathways at the Children’s Hospital
to Westmead Hospital when they reach
adulthood.
This transition has not always been smooth
and we have new opportunities to do better
now within the precinct.

Not that they weren’t always there or that we
didn’t know about them! But in our planning
and thinking about the future, they now
feature strongly.
As a fine example of this more connected view
of the community we serve is the planning
for the new acute services block - a six-storey
building between The Children’s Hospital and
Westmead Hospital. It will include intensive
and high dependency care, emergency
services and surgical theatres to reach out to
provide urgent care to adults and children.
Opportunities will be created to share highcost diagnostic facilities between the two
hospitals, with easy access to pathology
services, the Westmead Medical Research
Institute, the Children’s Medical Research
Institute and the Kids’ Research Institute.

The boards of the Sydney Children’s Hospitals
Network, which includes both Randwick and
Westmead hospitals, and the board of the
WSLHD are meeting regularly to discuss plans
of common interest.

Artists impression of the Westmead Precinct.

The agenda for prevention for our district
strongly emphasises children’s health,
whether it is immunisation, safety, and
addressing child obesity.

The University of Sydney will have a strong
presence.

Those of us with an interest primarily in the
care of adults have much to learn from our
child health colleagues. We are grateful for
their company.

As well as the acute services block, there
are fruitful discussions occurring around
transitional care – arranging effective and

Professor Stephen Leeder
Board Chair
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News from across WSLHD

WSLHD Quality Awards
2016

Get Your QA Entries in –
Deadline Extended
The closing date for 2016 Quality Award submissions has been
extended to June 29 – so get your entries in!
If you have a project idea, send it in and don’t miss your chance to
be part of the exciting awards evening at the iconic ANZ Stadium in
September!

Categories
1. Patients as Partners
2. Integrated Health Care
3. Translational Research
4. Local solutions
5. Preventive Health
6. Collaborative Team

All staff are welcome to enter, so don’t miss out.

7. Harry Collins Award

Entry details can be found on the QA intranet page at
http://wslhdintranet.wsahs.nsw.gov.au/2016-Quality-Awards

8. Arts and Health Award

For enquiries please contact Natalie Fester-Lloyd via email at
Natalie.FesterLloyd@health.nsw.gov.au or mobile on 0429 395 789.

9. Innovation Category
(WSLHD Award Category)
10. Education and Training
(WSLHD Award Category)
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News from across WSLHD

Prestigious awards for three clinicians
Congratulations to three members of the
Division of Surgery at Westmead, who received
well-deserved recognition for their work in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours List.

“From early in medical school, I was interested
in cardiovascular anatomy and physiology and I
knew I wanted to be involved with disorders of
blood and blood vessels,” John said.

We extend our sincere acknowledgements to:
•
Nick Dorsch AM - for significant service to
medicine as a neurosurgeon; to medical
education and training, both nationally
and internationally, and to research.

“It was inevitable that I would go into surgical
training. Initially it was general surgery as
vascular surgery was not a specialty.

•

•

John Fletcher AM - for significant service
to medicine as a vascular surgeon;
tomedical education as an academic; and
to professional associations.
John (Jan) Swinnen OAM - for service
to medicine, particularly through
internationalhumanitarian roles.

The Pulse caught up with John Fletcher (who is
currently overseas) and asked him a bit about
himself and how he feels about receiving such
a prestigious award.
Westmead Hospital’s director of the Westmead
Vascular Biology Research Centre and the
Westmead Research Centre for Evaluation of
Surgical Outcomes John Fletcher was one of
the first surgeons when Westmead Hospital
opened in 1978.

“I have been at Westmead for my entire
professional career, treating patients along with
responsibilities for management of surgical
services, teaching and research.
“I am currently president of the International
Union of Angiology and Vice-President of the
International Society for Vascular Surgery international recognition has directly resulted
from my work at Westmead and the University
of Sydney.
“The proudest achievement in my medical
career was the development at Westmead of
one of Australia’s leading and internationally
recognised vascular surgery centres.
“I am very proud to receive an AM. I see it as an
acknowledgement of my professional lifetime
commitment to the University of Sydney, to
Westmead Hospital, to my specialty of vascular
surgery and especially for the provision of

New recruit Professor of Allied Health
Meet Professor Vicki Flood - WSLHD Professor of
Allied Health Vicki holds a conjoint appointment
between the Faculty of Health Sciences,
University of Sydney and WSLHD.
Vicki’s no stranger to Westmead Hospital; she
was based at the hospital in the late 90s and
early 2000s when she conducted her PhD with
the Centre for Vision Research.
The Professor of Allied Health role is a new
position, established to support building allied
health research capacity in WSLHD, to forge
links with the allied health research from the
University of Sydney and to support education
of health sciences students.

degrees, to further develop their skills and
ability to conduct research, and to answer their
burning research questions. This will ultimately
provide better health for their patients and in
their communities.
“I conduct research in diet and nutrition, with a
focus on chronic disease prevention, and I am
interested in how this can be further developed
in the culturally diverse communities of western
Sydney.”
To contact Vicki Flood, call 9845 9721 or email
Vicki.flood@sydney.edu.au

“Initially I aim to build a picture of the current
research activities in allied health and identify
what allied health research is happening
throughout WSLHD by connecting with these
people,” Vicki said.

surgical services to the people of western
Sydney.
“My advice to a young student going into
medicine is to value dealing directly with
people, not only sick patients under stress
because of their illness, but also the many
and varied people who make up the complex
workforce that delivers health care.
“A career in medicine requires a life-long
commitment to continued learning and
adaptation to advances, which will continue to
be made in the years to come.”

Spread the LHD news
The Pulse is a fantastic
distribution tool to promote or
share your project, celebration,
initiative, success or event.
This publication is distributed to
more than 10,000 staff in Western
Sydney Local Health District and
our many stakeholders.
To submit your story for
consideration, we require highresolution photos with captions
and min 150 words describing
the story.
For further enquiries, phone 8890
4564 or email
wslhd-corporatecomms@health.
nsw.gov.au

“There is some great research training at WSLHD,
supported strongly by the WSLHD Research and
Education Network and the Director of Allied
Health.

Publication is at the discretion of
the editor and chief executive.
Items may be edited for length,
style and quality.

“We are planning a survey of allied health staff in
the near future, and then we can re-survey down
the track to investigate changes in research
development.
“I am keen to see allied health staff apply
for research grants and to enroll in research

Consultant Emeritus John Fletcher awarded a
AM for his significant service to medicine.

New recruit Professor of Allied Health Vicki Flood.

June 2016 second edition
Graphic design and editorial coordinator: Jenny Harrison, WSLHD
Corporate Communications
Specialist
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News from across WSLHD

Meet our clinical money making and saving specialists

Local real estate
celebrates by giving

WSLHD Clinical Documentation specialists Diane Healy, Hayley Diplock, Katie Vercoe, Amanda
O’Regan and Bridget Jelfs.

Westmead Hospital nurse Page McKeown with
Laing+Simmons Parramatta principals Ray
Fayad and Caddie Dabaja.

Meet Diane Healy, WSLHD clinical
documentation specialists manager, who has
worked at Westmead as a registered nurse
since 1987.

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, we were able
to prove how resource intensive our sick
babies were, to ensure we received adequate
reimbursement for costly episodes of care.

July marks Laing+Simmons Parramatta's
21st birthday and the team is celebrating by
partnering with one of western Sydney’s most
beloved and important charities.

Diane’s role is to make sure we get paid for
what we do, and we have the funds to carry out
our business.

“We were able to improve the revenue to
WSLHD by more than $4 million in a period of
12 months.

Diane is part of a team of experienced and
senior registered nurses, who assist clinicians
to ensure their documentation reflects each
patients’ treatment.

“I think perhaps the biggest lessons learned,
are the importance of working as a team,
not only in your own department but across
departments and disciplines.

From July 1 to the end of 2016, Laing+Simmons
Parramatta will donate $300 to Westmead
Medical Research Foundation from every
property the team sells.

“We work together to identify and solve
issues that develop and everyone’s input is
recognised,” Diane said.

“Clinicians working with clinical coding and
clinical and business analytics in combination,
to optimise patient care is the best way
forward.”

“This is our way of showing our appreciation for
the tremendous work WMRF do. While we’re
turning 21, we want to share the celebration
much more broadly,” he said.

Another position will commence early July and
another two positions will be advertised midJune to be able to further assist other clinical
units.
The Clinical Documentation Specialists are
autonomous positions, which are new and
innovative, and classified as a Health Manager
Level 2.

Westmead Medical Research Foundation
COO Belinda Szafraniec said the support of
Laing+Simmons Parramatta was vital to the
care of those in need.

“Our team is still developing and our processes
are constantly evolving to suit the needs of
each clinical unit and department.
“Documenting complexities allows clinicians
to interpret data with confidence and allows
hospital staff to plan resource requirements.
“To the credit of all the staff in Westmead’s

The final figure to be donated could be in the
vicinity of $40,000, explained Group Principal
Ray Fayad.

“We are so grateful for businesses like
Laing+Simmons Parramatta who give so
generously to our organisation,” she said.

It’s a good time to quit smoking for better health

An interactive poster displayed at Mount
Druitt’s Needle and Syringe Program.

WSLHD Needle and Syringe Program Centres
recently celebrated World No Tobacco Day, by
encouraging discussion about the negative
effects of smoking and positive gains when
quitting smoking.

They also asked questions about tobacco use.
This opened discussions about quitting in a
non-judgemental and interactive way.

A total of 159 clients joined the discussion on
tobacco smoking and 130 of those took some
resources to help initiate the first steps of
quitting.

For assistance or information about quitting,
visit: http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/tobacco/
Pages/default.aspx
or
http://wslhdintranet.wsahs.nsw.gov.au/CPH--Home/Resources---Publications/Resources--Publications

Clients checked the levels of carbon monoxide
in their breath, received Quitpacks and learned
how to utilise the Quitline service.

All WSLHD facilities are smoke-free.
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News from across WSLHD

Refreshed recruitment
course for health managers
WSLHD’s Organisational Development
team have revitalised the Recruitment and
Selection course to strengethen manager’s
effectiveness with recruiting new staff and
has received positive results.

Feedback from Westmead’s senior
occupational therapist Anastasiya Ignatievsky
said this course was most useful and the
most interactive learning opportunity she’d
had in a long time.

The course was developed by Human
Resources, Education and Training and
Organisation Development, collaborating on
a new look and feel and delivery method.

“It was highly professional and informative,”
she said.

Course presenters Organisational
Development’s Leadership specialist Noel
Posus and Workforce and Human Resources
manager Elham Yousself delivered the
interactive and informative course to a
packed room.
“Participants enjoyed sharing their own
recruitment stories, and their commitment to
more efficient ways of recruiting,” Noel said.

Falls prevention is
everyone’s business
During May, there were no serious falls-related
incidents to patients at Westmead Hospital.
Westmead Hospital’s general manager Andrew
Newton said this was a fantastic achievement
for all staff, who together during this period,
had prevented a patient being injured or a
fatality while in our care.

“I particularly liked the fact that you had the
HR Manager there to answer any HR-related
questions, it gave the course extra depth.

“I would like to thank you all for your vigilance
in relation to falls prevention and ask that
you continue to work together to prevent our
patients from falling,” Andrew said.

“I was completely blown away by the
standard of education provided.”

Falls preventation is a multidiscplinary team
effort.

Further sessions are allocated for 2016.
For further information and to enrol in the
course, visit:
http://hetionline.health.nsw.gov.au/
search for course code MAN016

For further information about preventing falls,
visit:
http://wslhdintranet.wsahs.nsw.gov.au/
Westmead-Hospital/Quality-and-Accreditation/
Falls-WMH

Ladies’ brunch raises funds for cancer centre
Nearly 250 women donned floral finery for a
sold-out ladies’ brunch recently, raising vital
funds for Westmead Hospital’s Crown Princess
Mary Cancer Centre (CPMCC).
The event, now in its second year, was
organised by Arab Bank Australia and George
Khouzame Group and hosted by Maureen
Rizk and Julie Khouzame, who were all keen to
bring women together for the “A Floral Affair”
My Westmead fundraiser.
Special guests on the day included Margi
Abbott and Dame Marie Bashir.
Money raised will go towards vital equipment
for the centre, including an electronic
complete observation machine, used for
taking temperature, pulse, blood pressure
and oxygen saturation; and mobile diagnostic
sets, which are routinely used in bone marrow
transplant clinics and head and neck cancer
clinics.
CPMCC specialist radiation oncologist Dr
Puma Sundaresan said funds would also be
devoted to new blood pressure machines,
with both adult and paediatric cuffs.
“Nearly half the children in NSW who require
radiation therapy are treated at CPMCC,” she
said.
“Blood pressure monitoring is an important
part of patient assessment; having more of
these machines with several cuffs will be
useful as they provide precise readings.”
Guest speaker Glenn Alderton, who was
treated at the CPMCC, shared his cancer

The Ladies Brunch 2016, held at the Sydney University Hall, raised funds for My Westmead.

journey at the event, praising the centre’s staff
for their incredible work.
“The nurses and doctors at the CPMCC always
made me feel like a ‘normal’ person, not a
person with cancer, and it just made such a
difference,” Glenn said.
The CPMCC provides a range of cancer
treatments, including surgery, radiation,
therapy and chemotherapy, and treats
patients across western Sydney, regional NSW

and interstate.
Last year’s brunch raised more than
$17,000 for the CPMCC, which purchased a
dermatome, used for treating patients with
advanced skin cancer or those needing skin
grafts as part of their cancer treatment.
If you would like to make a donation to the
CPMCC, contact My Westmead on 9845 6289
or visit mywestmead.com.au
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In the Spotlight
In the Spotlight will regularly celebrate community services improving our health

Merrylands Community Health Centre
Merrylands Community Health Centre
is located within the newly formed
Cumberland Council.
Community Health services at
Merrylands provide a range of child and
family, aged, chronic care and complex
services.
Merrylands Community Health Centre
provides in-house and outreach services
delivered to clients at their homes.
Merrylands CHC provides a range of
services including:
•

•

Child & Family Services; including
Children’s speech pathology,
counselling and support, child and
family health nursing developmental
checks.

Merrylands Community Health Centre is located at 14 Memorial Ave, Merrylands.

Complex, Aged and Chronic Care
such as wound management, chronic
illness and continence management,
podiatry, physiotherapy and
dietetics.

Services are also provided through
Holyoyd/Parramatta HealthOne.
HealthOne provides care co-ordination
and assistance to clients with complex

•

Multicultural health services

conditions, who require additional
support through the GP liaison nurse.
For further information about Merrylands
Community Health services, contact us on
9682 3313 or for referral 1800 600 681.

Passionate and committed to
child and family nursing
Meet Cathy Foulstone, Merrylands
Community Health Centre’s clinical nurse
unit manager - Child and Family Health
nursing.

“I value being a member of a
multidisciplinary team that works together
towards a service that supports families in
the community to understand and promote
meeting their baby and child’s physical,
social & emotional needs.

Cathy has worked as a community nurse for
22 years.

Families are encouraged to connect with
local services and their community.

A busy day for Cathy involves monitoring
staff workloads, referrals, triaging,
prioritising and allocating referrals, and staff
rostering.

“I enjoy working with the many services
available for families in the community as
we link families into appropriate services
to meet their needs. e.g disability services,
refugee and migrant services, mental
health, education, parenting support
groups, interpreter services and general
practitioners.

She is also responsible for providing clinical
support and ensuring a multidisciplinary
approach to care and service delivery for
Child and Family Health nurses.
“The Child and Family Health nurses are
registered nurses who work with families
with children aged newborn to five years to
promote healthy child development,” she
said.
“They offer information, advice, support,
assessment and refer if necessary.
“They use their skills in identifying and
responding early to concerns about the

Child and Family Health clinical nurse manager
Cathy Foulstone.

health and wellbeing of infants, children,
child growth, development and parenting
challenges.
“I really enjoy the challenge of supporting
the nurses in their role, the complexity and
variety of the needs of our community.

“I hope that by providing the services we
offer, in partnership with families in the
community, we may achieve improve the
health and wellbeing of children & families
living in our local areas.”
For further information about Merrylands
Community Health services, call 9682 3313
or for referral 1800 600 681.
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News from across WSLHD

Welcome to Sydney University Precinct nurses

Westmead Hospital recently welcomed
Sydney University Precinct nurses, who
commenced their first practical week at
the hospital.

Westmead Hospital’s nurse educator
Rosemary Luczak said the 32 nurses
would work between Westmead and The
Children’s Hospital at Westmead.
“This is the first time we have had nursing
students embedded in a hospital setting,
aligned with a university,” Rosemary said.
“All education is provided by Sydney
University and this is a nursing first practice and learning within a hospital
environment.”
For further information about this program
or nursing graduates contact Rosemary
Luczak on 9845 7868 or rosemary.luczak@
health.nsw.gov.au

Welcome to our Sydney University Precinct nurses who started working at Westmead Hospital.

Bev and Barbara just love volunteering
Meet Bev Beaver and Barbara Leabon - two of
Blacktown Hospital’s Auxiliary volunteers, who
dedicate their time and energy to help raise
money for the hospital.

volunteers at Meals on Wheels.

Collectively, they have volunteered at
Blacktown Hospital Auxiliary for more than 15
years.

Auxiliary members have raised more than
$600,000 to purchase hospital equipment.

Both ladies also volunteer for other community
organisations, with Bev spending time at the
seniors advisory committee while Barbara also

Both ladies love meeting and chatting to
visitors and giving back to the community.

If you would like to share information about a
volunteer who assists you or you require the
assistance of a volunteer, please email Janice.
Low@health.nsw.gov.au

Blacktown Hospital volunteers Bev Beaver and
Barbara Leabon.

Big grant for research into cancer care and education

- Professor Emeritus Stephen Leeder, WSLHD Research and Education Network director
“Know your enemy” is a piece of military advice. When treating cancer, the
same principle applies: the more we know about the tumour, beginning
with its basic genetic profile, the more likely we are to choose and use the
best treatment.
Insights into “the enemy” is the object of additional millions for research,
announced by NSW Health Minister Skinner in early June.
Sydney West Translational Cancer Research Centre has been funded by a
new multi-million dollar grant from Cancer Institute NSW.
The centre is led by Professor Paul Harnett from the Crown Princess Mary
Cancer Centre at Westmead Hospital. The centre has been a huge success
and brings together more than 400 clinicians and research workers
from the hospital, the Westmead Institute for Medical Research, and the
University of Sydney.
Completed in December 2007 and built at a cost of $27 million, the centre
provides fully integrated research, prevention, diagnostic, and treatment
and rehabilitation programs for patients and families coping with cancer.
The additional funding of $8m recognises this success and the brilliance of
our research workers. It will enable us all to know more about the enemy
and treat cancer more effectively.

Denmark’s Crown Princess Mary officially opened The Crown Princess
Mary Cancer Centre at Westmead on November 21, 2011.
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Building the future

Cooling towers arrive at Westmead
A video camera mounted high on the walls
of Westmead Hospital has captured the
installation of four new large-scale cooling
towers.
A crane had to slowly lift the two-storey-high
towers onto the roof of a building behind the
hospital, taking two days to complete the
exercise.
Oversized trucks, carrying the towers and
installation materials, arrived onsite at 4am
on Saturday, May 28 before the crane started
lifting the towers onto the building at 6.30am.
A mounted video camera captured the whole
event, providing an exciting time-lapse of the
installation.
The new cooling towers form part of early
works for the Westmead redevelopment,
which are seeing major upgrades to essential
services including communications, power
and gas.
Westmead Hospital general manager Andrew

Newton said the cooling towers replaced the
hospital’s existing towers, which had reached
the end of their life.
“The towers’ role is to provide cooling for the
hospital to ensure there is enough supply
during peak times,” he said.

Other early works being carried out as part
of the Westmead Redevelopment include
building new access roads and upgrading and
expanding staff car parking facilities.
Watch the video here:
https://www.hightail.com/download/
cUJVdFdSZ1BRYTgwTWNUQw

Consumer reps celebrated on DoSomething Day
WSLHD used the inaugural national
DoSomething Day (June 15) to celebrate
the hard work of its volunteer consumer
representatives, who contribute to healthcare
planning across the district.
WSLHD has about 40 consumer
representatives, who are recruited to work
with staff to give a consumer point-of-view on
project planning and decision making.
Castle Hill resident Kathy van Oeveren and
her husband Evert served as consumer
representatives for the Blacktown Hospital
Stage One expansion.
Mrs van Oeveren said the experience had
given them an opportunity to represent the
community.
“My husband and I have had the opportunity
to sit down with staff members and
make suggestions and comments for the
development, viewed through the eyes of the
general public,” she said.
Blacktown Hospital transition manager Peter
Rophail said the consumers’ input was critical in
informing the hospital’s overall look and feel.

said DoSomething Day provided a great
opportunity to recognise the consumer
representatives’ efforts.
“We have seen transformative change, thanks
to the voluntary service of these people,” she
said.
“They are happy to give their time to attend
working groups and committees that want to
develop new models of care.”

“The plan we had before we engaged with
Kathy, Evert and a number of other consumers
was greatly improved once we incorporated
their amazing insights; the end result is now
absolutely world-class,” he said.

Another consumer representative, Tara
Lee, from Rosehill, wanted to use her own
experience in healthcare to work with staff on
improvements to future models.

WSLHD community and consumer
engagement manager Dr Coralie Wales

“I have been to a number of training
programs with Health Consumers NSW and
other organisations so that I have a growing

understanding of how health works,” she said.
“This gives us increased ability to influence the
outcomes of planning decisions.
“Being a consumer representative has changed
my life for the better, while making a difference
to the broader western Sydney community; I
love it.”
DoSomethingDay was a national day to
celebrate volunteering in all its forms.
If you’d like to become a WSLHD consumer
representative, contact Dr Coralie Wales on
8838 6378 or visit https://www.wslhd.health.
nsw.gov.au/WSLHD-Community---ConsumerEngagement-Framework/Register-YourInterest.
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News from across WSLHD

Nurses in Action International program

Corporate Communications

Earlier this year, Westmead Hospital’s
neurosciene and trauma clinical nurse
specialist Jessica Granahan visited Nepal to
participate in a nursing volunteer program
with World Youth International - here’s a
snap shot of her life-changing experience.

Senior Corporate Communications
(Mulitmedia) Specialist Carlos
Furtado

The Nurses in Action Program aimed
to improve health services in rural
communities and offer health care to
communities living in extreme poverty.

You might have seen me around the
LHD, carrying a camera or pressing lots of
buttons at an event. There’s not too many
places that I have not been.

“I have always wanted to combine my love
of travel and nursing and participate in a
program like this,” Jessica said.
In April 2016, Nepal experienced a
devastating earthquake which killed
hundreds of thousands of people and
injured even more.
“Even though I visited Nepal a year after this
event, the destruction was heartbreaking.
The program took us to Pokhara to work at
Gandaki Hospital. This experience took me
out of my comfort zone.

I established the multimedia team three
years ago and not one day is the same.

Communities line-up to receive health care.

forever thankful for the care they received.”
“We treated more than 200 people many
people from these communities walked for
hours and waited patiently for their chance
to see the doctors and nurses.

“I noted that it was either reuse the
resources they had or the next person
missed out completely.

“We educated hundreds of people about
breast care, smoking and hygiene.

“The nurses were resourceful, reusing used
IV lines as tourniquets and the patients were

“This was such a rewarding experience and
is something I will never forget,” Jessica said.

Social media success
Popular
posts

I have loads of multimedia and media
experience, having worked for many major
media agencies and production houses.
What I love about working in the health
industry is it exposes me to so many untold
stories, which enables me to bring them to
life.
Working in the Corporate Communications
team allows me to think outside the box
and come up with novel and cheeky ideas.
If you see me out and about, stop and say
hello.

Sweet Tweets
With Sia Anthopoulos
It’s been a great couple of weeks on
social media for WSLHD.
Read on to see what our lovely followers
have been tweeting about us:

One of our most popular posts this month,
which reached more than 15,000 people,
was our regular Humans of the Hospital
segment.
Helen Zaouk, clinical nurse educator at
Auburn Hospital, said in the post:
HUMANS OF THE HOSPITAL | “I decided to
become an emergency nurse because I was
captivated by the fast-paced and thrilling
nature emergency department. Auburn
Hospital’s emergency department is sucha
dynamic place to work. Anyhting and
everything can walk through those doors
and we always need to be prepared.
Working in life-saving situations and as
part of the resuscitation team is such an
adrenalin rush. I’ve been here for six years
and no two days have evenr been the same.”
Helen Zaouk, clinical nurse educator, Auburn
Hospital...To view the post visit:
https://www.facebook.com/
WesternSydneyHealth/

Meet the team

Gladys Berejiklian @GladysB
#NSWbudget: $100m for the
$900m Westmead revamp
- biggest hospital upgrade
in NSW. tinyurl.com/j27gttt
#nswpol pic.twitter.com/
lrmPGCAY7T

The Corporate Communications multimedia
team produced a video message from
Westmead Hospital reminding everyone to stay
safe over the June long weekend.
Check out the website by visiting : https://www.
youtube.com/channel/UCFNqZkhr6AoT2ifPdheT_w

7 News Sydney @7NewsSydney
Westmead Hospital is set for a
billion dollar upgrade that aims
to make it a Healthcare City.

Tony Deacon @kernos1 Biggest
Morning Tea Blacktown
Hospital also Palliative
Care week. They give great
support, support them back
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News from across WSLHD

Biggest Arvo Tea supports colleague

Congrats
Chloe

On Friday June 10, 12-year-old Chloe Osborn
completed her radiotherapy treatment at The
Crown Princess Mary Cancer Centre Westmead.
Chloe was diagnosed with Ewing's Sarcoma in
January this year.
She had a tumour pressing on her spinal cord.
Since April, she has had 31 zaps of radiation.
To celebrate her final session, staff from the
Crown Princess Mary Cancer Centre gave her a
special present and some colourful balloons to
congratulate her.
Chloe wants kids to have a better
understanding of cancer and raise funds for the
The Children's Hospital at Westmead so she has
established a charity called Colour 4 Chloe.
Staff from Westmead Hospital’s B5A/C show their support for Chun-Xio Shen, who is battling
breast cancer.
Nursing staff from Westmead Hospital’s B5A,
B5C and the respiratory department recently
held a Biggest “Afternoon” Tea to show their
support for a fellow nurse, who is currently
battling breast cancer.
Chun-Xio Shen (known as Spring to staff) was
the inspiration for the event, which raised
money for cancer research.
B5A/C nursing unit manager Frances Hoult said

the afternoon tea exceeded all expectations.
“It was a marvellous turn-out and we raised
$1129.40 for Cancer Council NSW,” she said.
Ms Hoult thanked all the staff who attended for
their generosity.
“The event was a success because of the hard
work of all B5A/C staff, particularly Jeneffer Cruz
and Robina Renaux.”

Hospital opened
doors to future
nurses and midwives
WSLHD recently hosted an open day for high
school, university students and experienced
nurses, who were interested in positions at
Blacktown and Mount Druitt hospitals.
The day featured an informative session and a
guided tour of the hospital, which included the
newly opened clinical services building.
Blacktown and Mount Druitt hospitals nursing
and midwifery director David Simmonds said
there were opportunities available in various
clinical areas.
“Our hospitals are an ideal place to kick start or

For more information about radiation therapy,
visit http://www.targetingcancer.com.au/

The staff from The Crown Princess Mary
Cancer Centre at Westmead give Chloe a
cheerful send-off.

develop your career,” he said.
“With a major expansion project under way
and our new clinical services building, we are
surrounded by growth and innovation.
“If you are compassionate, enthusiastic and
have the appropriate educational qualifications,
you could be our next generation of nurse and
midwive. “
For further information, contact Suja Jose,
Blacktown Mount Druitt hospital’s acting nurse
educator on 9881 8387 or suja.jose@health.
nsw.gov.au.

Are these the future nurses and midwives
at Blacktown and Mount Druitt Hospitals?
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Feedback & Events

Thanks a bunch
Touched by angels in blue
I was recently a short term in-patient at the cancer day care unit at Westmead Hospital.
I was admitted as a blood stem cell donor to my brother who has been diagnosed with
leukemia.
I would like to express my gratitude to the wonderful nurses who work in the cancer day
care unit.
Their care and attention to me was outstanding as were their senses of humour as they
went about their duties. I have also observed that they continue to give this very high level
of care to my brother (John) who will be an inpatient at Westmead for three weeks.
Congratulations to the “angels in blue”. Warwick Munro

New campaign aims to increase
bowel screening participation
A new campaign, ‘A Gift for Living’, has been launched across the state by the Cancer Institute NSW
to encourage people aged 50-74 to participate in the National Bowel Cancer Screening Program.
Participation in the National Bowel Cancer Screening Program in NSW is the second lowest in
Australia at 33%. Around 80 Australians die of bowel cancer every week, but if detected early, up
to 90% of bowel cancer cases can be successfully treated.
Increased participation in this screening program will have a profound impact on outcomes for
bowel cancer across the community. The National Bowel Screening program aim is that by 2020,
around four million Australians will be invited to screen annually and more than 12,000 suspected
or confirmed cancers will be detected each year.

Save the date
HealthShare NSW & eHealth
NSW Expo 2016
Registration is free for all NSW Health
Employees.
Friday August 5, 2016
Grand Pavilion Rosehill Gardens
Rosehill
For further information or to register
visit:
http://www.hsnsw-ehnswexpo.health.
nsw.gov.au/registration

Join us and meet the WSLHD
board members
Schedule your diaries for the following
dates and locations:
** Tuesday September 13, 3.30 - 4.15pm
Clinical Services Building Blacktown
Hospital
** Tuesday November 8, 3.30 - 4.15pm
Mount Druitt Hospital, Staff Cafeteria

If you or someone you know is eligible for a free bowel cancer screening test, visit: http://www.
cancerscreening.gov.au/internet/screening/publishing.nsf/Content/bowel-campaign-home

WSLHD 5th Conference
Westmead Psychotherapy
Program for Complex
Traumatic Disorders Translating Research into
Practice

Changes to Westmead Fleet service

Westmead Hospital, John Loewenthal
Auditorium, Education Block,
Westmead.

Westmead’s Fleet Services office and parking spots are moving.

August 19, 2016

From Monday, June 27, the Fleet Services office will be temporarily located next to car park 6
(ICPMR multi-storey) and staff will need to collect vehicle keys from this location. Fleet vehicles
will be re-located to the Institute Road car park. For further information, visit: http://www.
westmeadproject.health.nsw.gov.au/

For further information or to register,

The Cancer Institute NSW has joined forces with comedian Dave O’Neill to break the taboo around
poo and has created this funny video to drive the message home: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=AjtCRMSJTT8

contact Michelle Phillips, Mental Health
Sciences Centre Ph 9840 3335 or michelle.
phillips@health.nsw.gov.au

2016 Annual Public Meeting
We invite you to save the date for our
2016 Annual Public Meeting:
Tuesday, October 25
11.15am
Bowman Hall, Campbell Street,
Blacktown
All welcome.
Further details to follow.
For further information, email WSLHDCorporatecomms@health.nsw.gov.au or
phone 8890 4564.
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